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ABSTRACT

This paper presents multispectral active gated imaging in relation to the transportation and security fields. Active gated
imaging is based on a fast gated camera and pulsed illuminator, synchronized in the time domain to provide range based
images. We have developed a multispectral pattern deposited on a gated CMOS Image Sensor (CIS) with a pulsed Near
Infrared VCSEL module. This paper will cover the component-level description of the multispectral gated CIS including
the camera and illuminator units. Furthermore, the design considerations and characterization results of the spectral
filters are presented together with a newly developed image processing method.
Keywords: Active Gated Imaging System (AGIS), Gated CMOS Imager Sensor (GCMOS), VCSEL, Multispectral
Imaging, Transportation and Security.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, much effort has been devoted to the development of a single image sensor camera, able to capture
images in all weather and light conditions in a cost-effective approach. Today, a large variety of imaging technologies
are available on the market, operating from the visible spectrum up to the Far Infrared and even beyond (such as
millimeter wave radiation). CMOS based imaging is the way to go in many sectors including transportation, security and
commercial. CMOS image sensor technology is progressing rapidly in terms of pixel sensitivity, pixel pitch and
versatility of pixel/image sensor architectures. However, the most important feature of CMOS image sensor is the
affordability and declining price as the technology continues to mature.
When dealing with safety and security (outdoor) applications low light and wide dynamic ranges are of utmost
importance. A common approach in existing state-of the art active imaging is to use a High Dynamic Range (HDR)
camera combined with continuous Near Infra-Red (NIR) light sources. Active imaging with constant illumination can
provide good contrast and high resolution images in total darkness, but suffers from backscattering effects that
significantly degrade the performance in harsh weather conditions. In addition, this method lacks the ability to resolve
the power density loss as a function of the range (i.e. inverse-square illumination law) [1]. Another possibility is to use
the more traditional combination of a visible and NIR camera to cope with outdoor harsh environments. However, none
of these approaches assure any significant improvement of visibility in day to day scenario with
•

Low ambient light conditions

•

Intense ambient light conditions

•

Harsh weather conditions (e.g. rain, snow, smog)

As part of the Horizon 2020 Framework, a program of the European Union, the I-ALLOW project [1] aims to
demonstrate a cost-effective novel imaging and detection system based on multispectral active gated imaging technology
to resolve these problems. This paper covers some of the core technical aspects of this project. The system consists of:
•

A novel, Gated CMOS Image Sensor (GCMOS)

•

Novel spectral filters, monolithically integrated on top of the GCMOS image sensor

•

A Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) module emitting in the NIR spectral region.
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We believe thhat these integgrated modulees provide the best outdoor imaging
i
soluttion with a cosst effective ap
pproach.
Active gated imaging has the
t benefits off a constant acctive-illuminattion method, with
w the addittional abilitiess of imaging inn
harsh weather conditions. Range-gating
R
is based on thhe acquisition
n of several tim
me of flight evvents to acquirre slices at thee
desired depthh of field. Furrthermore, it provides
p
an im
mage of unifieed signal as a function of thhe depth of fiield. Targetingg
ranges of dozzens to hundrreds of meterss, correlates to
t light pulsess with temporral widths in the order of microseconds
m
s.
Even with higgh power illuumination, the amount of siignal per pulse can be as loow as several photons, thuss the Signal too
Noise Ratio (SNR)
(
that cann be achievedd from such a pulse, is quitee low. In order to enable goood SNR, man
ny pulses needd
to be accumuulated. Multi pulse
p
gating enables
e
improvving the imag
ge’s SNR by accumulating
a
the signals off many pulsess.
Regular senssors are desiggned for a sinngle integratiion per framee, thus they do
d not suppoort this mode of operationn.
Therefore, a GCMOS imagge sensor wass developed too enable multti-integration for
f a single im
mage frame, with
w low noisee
per gate (or sub-exposure)
s
, in order to preserve
p
the loow noise levells even with hundreds
h
or m
more gates/pulsses. It also hass
a fast switchhing time (impplemented onn the pixel levvel) that supp
ports the fastt gating, and is optimized for NIR highh
quantum efficciency.
The standard GCMOS-bassed Active Gaated Imaging System (AGIS) has a narroow Band Passs Filter (BPF)) that transferss
mainly the wavelengths
w
off the illuminaation source [33]-[6]. This co
onfiguration lacks
l
the visibble spectrum that
t
is desiredd
for certain im
mage processinng / computerr vision functtions and for display enhanncement appliications. In th
his project, thee
NIR filter andd additional visible
v
filters were
w
integrateed on the gateed pixel arrayy. The type off filters chosen
n were a BPF
F,
similar in eleectro-optical parameters
p
to the one usedd in the standaard system annd red (R), grreen (G) and blue
b
(B) colorr
filters, so collor reproductioon would be easier.
e
In ordeer to maintain
n a high NIR resolution,
r
a cchecker board
d pattern usingg
half of the piixels was usedd. The RGB pattern
p
on the remaining haalf of the pixeels uses the saame ratio as a regular RGB
B
imager, with half of the pixels
p
with a green filter, and the red and blue with a quarter eeach. Similar patterns weree
produced com
mmercially, inn sensors like TRUESENSE
E by OnSemi [10] where thhe RGB pixells were arrang
ged in a scaledd
GRGB patterrn [7]. We dessigned the pattern differentlly, in order to distribute thee RGB pixels evenly, thus optimizing
o
thee
color sample resolution.
Standard RGB
B absorption filters used inn RGB imagee sensors exhib
bit significantt leakage in thhe NIR spectrral range. Thiss
leakage is tyypically removved by impleementing a NIR
N rejection filter at lens--level. Howevver, if we waant to capturee
information in
i this spectraal range a sysstem level NIIR rejection is not adequatte. Integratingg two interferrence filters at
a
pixel-level adddresses this issue.
i
One intterference filteer (BPF) is seensitive to thee NIR spectral-range and iss placed at thee
positions speccified by IR in Figure 1. Thhe second inteerference filteer (short-pass filter) blocks the NIR specctral range andd
is placed at thhe locations of
o the RGB piixels to removve the leakagee of the RGB color filters. The absorptio
on-based RGB
B
color filters are
a deposited on top of the NIR blockiing filters, aftter the deposiition and patterning of botth interferencee
filters. This way
w the RGB pixels
p
only caapture the visibble spectrum.
The pixel-levvel monolithicc integration of optical intterference filters on top off the GCMOS
S image senso
or enables thee
production off a low-cost and
a very com
mpact RGB/NIIR vision systtem. The integgration of opttical interferen
nce filters hass
previously beeen demonstrrated in [8]- [10].
[
In this paper
p
we pressent the desiggn and first eexperimental results
r
of twoo
different inteerference filteers, a NIR baandpass filter and a NIR blocking
b
filteers. These filtters will be monolithically
m
y
integrated onn pixel level using
u
a novel deposition proocess. The sy
ystem capturess both the info
formation from
m the standardd
RGB channells and from thhe NIR channnel correspondding to the light emitted byy the NIR pulssed-light sourcce, based on a
Vertical Caviity Surface Emitting
E
Laserr (VCSEL) module.
m
The transmission of
o these integgrated interferrence filters iss
highly custom
mizable, thereefore the specttral response of
o the integrated filter, is not
n limited to the NIR regim
me reported inn
this paper.

Figure 1: Filter patternn on top of the GCMOS imagee sensor.
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The desired illumination source is reqquired to opeerate in a wid
de range of operating tem
mperatures, to
o have a highh
efficiency andd to have a naarrow emissioon spectrum. In
I addition, th
he peak outputt power shoulld be in the orrder of severaal
hundreds of watts and thee source shouuld be cost efffective. LED
Ds are relativeely cost effective, but they
y have a widee
emission speectrum and liimited peak power. High power edge emitters sufffer from stroong waveleng
gth shift withh
temperature of
o around 0.3nm/K and usuually have a limited
l
range of operating temperatures. The chosen illuminator iss
based on VC
CSELs, since they
t
typicallyy exhibit a low
w wavelength
h shift with teemperature in the order of 0.065nm/K, a
highly uniforrm beam profiile and high efficiency
e
of over
o
40% overr a wide tempperature span. Importantly they
t
provide a
cost-effectivee solution for high
h
power appplications and are convenient for scalingg.
In Section 2 the
t GCMOS image
i
sensor system will be
b explained and
a the requireements on its key componeents are givenn.
Section 3 desscribes perforrmance of the designed inteerference filteers (NIR BPF and NIR blocking filter) and
a the designn
procedure. Seection 4 givess a high level description
d
off the newly deeveloped imagge processing flow and secttion 5 presentss
the results off the characteerization of the
t interferencce filters on top of blank wafers. Finaally, section 6 presents thee
conclusions of
o this paper.

2. ACTIVE
E GATED IM
MAGING SY
YSTEM DE
ESCRIPTIO
ON
Active gated--imaging technology incorpporates a range-gating techn
nology, basedd on multiple ““Time-of-Flig
ght” events perr
single read-ouut image fram
mes, in the senssor.
Active gatingg technology combines
c
two key componeents: a pulsed light source (i.e.
( laser, LED
D) and a speccially designedd
gated-sensor that exposes and
a blocks ligght at high speeeds (in the orrder of 0.01-22 µs). Each reflected light source
s
pulse iss
accumulated in the gated-ssensor based on a specific “Time-of-Flig
ght” event. Once
O
a desiredd signal (correesponding to a
desired depthh-of-field) is accumulated in the sensoor, the image is read-out. This methodd provides hiigh SNR withh
relatively low
w peak power illumination.
2.1 Active Gated
G
Imagin
ng System
Figure 2 depiicts the system
m block diagraam comprisingg two main modules; a cam
mera unit and aan illuminator unit (i.e. lighht
source). The block
b
diagram
m describes the proposed syystem exploitin
ng a common hardware andd processing in
nfrastructure.

ri

URICAtiQR
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1
1
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Figure 2:: System Block Diagram.

2.2 Active Gated
G
Imagin
ng Modules
The camera unit
u consists of
o a dedicatedd gated-imagee sensor (GCM
MOS), fabricated in 0.18μ
μm CMOS tecchnology [11].
GCMOS has three operatiing modes witthin a single image
i
frame: single exposuure mode, reppetitive expossure mode andd
standard modde. The GCM
MOS pixel arrray exposuree is synchron
nized to a sinngle illuminaation pulse in
n single modee
operation. In repetitive expposure mode, each GCMOS
S pixel array exposure
e
is syynchronized too each illumin
nation pulse, inn
a single imagge frame. In coontrast with thhe single expoosure and repeetitive exposuure operation m
modes, GCMO
OS pixel arrayy
exposure is not synchronizzed to the systeem illuminatioon scheme in standard modde.
GCMOS provvides:
•

For single / repetiitive exposuree mode: High efficiency peer exposure in a single imagge frame (whiich is read-ouut
of thhe imager senssor)
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•

High anti-blooming ratio (above 5,000) between adjacent pixels

•

High shutter efficiency (i.e. high opaqueness during non-gate time)

•

High sensitivity in the NIR, above 40% quantum efficiency (QE x fill factor).

An optical design provides the required field-of-view by an objective lens (preferably an image-side tele-centric lens
design), with a wide spectral band (400-900nm). A real-time processor handles system control, image enhancement and
image processing.
The Illuminator unit consists of a laser module in the NIR spectrum, preferably a diode laser, due to the following
considerations:
•

Limited temperature induced wavelength shifts as compared to LEDs

•

High uniformity of beam profile

•

Convenient for rescaling (i.e. based on the number of emitters)

•

Compliance to camera surveillance requirements (i.e. environmental, reliability, etc.)

A laser is preferred over other means of illumination such as LED, flash lamp, etc. due to its narrow spectral width (on
the order of several nm), high peak power (on the order of a few hundred watts) and high efficiency (above 40%). The
laser module is driven by a controller providing synchronization of each laser pulse to each camera exposure (gate). A
diffused optical design provides the required illumination, angular distribution and optical power distribution. The
Illuminator unit should fulfill laser safety standards such as IEC 60825 and may be calculated as has previously been
demonstrated in [12].
System parameters are noted in Table 1.
Table 1. System main parameters.

Camera Unit
CIS type
Operating modes

GCMOS

Gated image sensor single exposure duration
Gated image sensor resolution
Frame rate
Illuminator Unit
Laser type
Operating method
Central Wavelength
Single pulse duration
Average optical power
Field-of-Illumination

• Synchronized to an active pulsed light source:
o Single exposure mode
o Repetitive exposure mode
• Standard mode such as global shutter
0.01-2 µs
1280 X 960 pixels
120FPS
VCSEL
Repetitive pulses with a very low overall duty cycle
808 nm
0.01-2 µs
Less than 5Watt
Extended diffused source with large divergence angles

3. PIXEL LEVEL INTEGRATION OF INTERFERENCE FILTERS
In order to simultaneously capture both the RGB color and NIR information with a GCMOS a pixel level integration of
the spectral filters is needed. Monolithic pixel-level integration of Fabry-Pérot based interference filters, has been
successfully demonstrated in [8]-[10] which present the performance of novel compact CMOS-based hyperspectral
camera architectures. The spectral filters in these systems are integrated on top of standard, off-the-shelve, CMOS
sensors. The use of CMOS process technology heavily reduces the cost and improves the compactness of these
hyperspectral cameras. Additionally, monolithic integration of the filters reduces the stray light in the system. In this
paper we adopt some of the filter deposition techniques described in [8]-[10] to enable the extension of the spectral range
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used in standard RGB cameras towards NIR. The interference filters will be combined with conventional absorption
based RGB filters to have a good color discrimination.
The spectral response of thin film interference filters is sensitive to the angle of incidence of the light. Therefore, the
filters were designed considering the system-level performance of the sensor, including the interaction with the objective
lens. The objective lens used in our system has a F/# of 1.2, which corresponds to a cone half angle of approximately
24.6º. This low F/# of the objective lens maximizes the irradiance captured by the sensor during night-time conditions. In
addition, the maximal Chief Ray Angle (CRA) of the system was specified to be 19º, which is linked to the captured
field of view. The filters were designed in such a way that the effect of the angularity of the incident light on the filter
response was minimized.
The filters were designed and simulated using the commercially available thin film design software TFCalc [13].
3.1 NIR BPF
The NIR filter was designed to transmit the reflections of the VCSEL wavelength illumination on the surroundings
captured by the GCMOS image sensor. To enable a thermally stable operation of the camera unit the NIR BP filter
should be able to capture the laser signal at different operating temperatures. The thermally induced spectral drift of the
laser module will impose the minimum required Full-Width Half-Maximum (FWHM) of the BP filter. Figure 3 shows
the simulated output spectrum of a typical VCSEL with a 1.5nm FWHM and a temperature induced wavelength shift of
0.065 nm/K. The used target for the FWHM during the design of the filter was 35 nm.
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Figure 3: VCSEL emission spectrum at several operating temperatures.

The center of the filter was designed to be around 808 nm, which is the central wavelength of the VCSEL module
operating at room temperature. The design of the selected filter is based on a double cavity Fabry-Pérot thin film
interferometer. The optical stack was optimized for the F/# of the objective lens and the angular variation of the incident
rays across the sensor.
The transmittance of the final design is shown in Figure 4. The response of the filter for ortho-collimated light is shown
by the black solid line, while the blue dotted curve shows the impact of the objective lens on the response of the filter.
Finally, the red dotted curve shows the combined effect of the objective lens and an incident angle of 12º on the
transmittance of the filter.
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Figure 4: Transmittance as a function of wavelength for the final filter design. The black curve depicts the transmittance of the filter
when illuminated by ortho-collimated incident light. The blue curve shows the response when considering the objective lens with F/#
equal to 1.2. Finally, the red curve corresponds to the response of the filter where the chief ray angle (CRA) is equal to 12º.

Figure 4 shows a spectral shift of the NIR filter towards shorter wavelengths caused by the objective lens in front of the
filter (blue dotted curve). The dotted curves are obtained from a weighted average of the response at different angles all
within the cone half angle originating from the objective lens. Table 2 gives the transmission of the filter at the lasing
wavelength of the VCSEL module (808 nm) and its FWHM. Note, the transmission efficiency is higher for the response
to a cone angle originating from a lens with F/# 1.2. This is due to the optimization procedure which took into account
the cone angle. Between the edge and the center of the sensor the transmission of the filter at 808 nm still exceeds the
response for collimated light. This shows that our design is very robust towards variations of the angularity of the
incident light. In addition, the FWHM of the filter does not vary significantly under non-normal incidence. The FWHM
of the filter is wider than set by the specifications, however the filter is still able to capture the light when operating in
the specified temperature range. In conclusion, this filter design is compliant with the specifications set by the full
system.
Table 2: Transmission properties of the NIR filter for the different angularities of illumination.

Angularity

Transmission
(808 nm)

FWHM

Ortho-collimated
F/#=1.2

94 %
97.7 %

F/#=1.2 & CRA = 12º

97.2 %

Out of Band blocking
(Average Optical Density)
500-750 nm

900-1000 nm

62.2 nm
62.8 nm

4.3
4.3

2.2
2.2

63.4 nm

4.2

2.2

3.2 NIR Blocking Filter
The GCMOS image sensor with monolithically integrated filters is able to do parallel acquisition of both the standard
RGB channels and an additional NIR channel. This parallel acquisition is enabled by the pixel level integration of an
additional NIR blocking filter for the RGB color filters. The NIR blocking filter should transmit the light covering the
spectral range of the RGB filters, while blocking the NIR spectral range especially at 808 nm. The minimum average
transmission required within the passband is 60 %. The targeted cutoff wavelength of the blocking filter was 700 nm
with an allowed deviation of ± 3%. The design of this low pass filter is based on an optimized Bragg stack configuration.
The transmission curves of the filter corresponding to different illumination angularities are shown in Figure 5. The
black solid curve corresponds to the transmission of the blocking filter, when illuminated by ortho-collimated light. The
blue dotted curve shows the response of the filter when taking the objective lens of the system into account. This curve is
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the weighted average response of the filter for the different source angles within the light cone imposed by the relative
aperture of the lens. Finally, the red dotted curve depicts the response of the filter at CRA=12º in combination with an
F/1.2 objective lens.
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Figure 5: Transmittance as a function of wavelength for the NIR blocking filter. The black curve is the response for collimated light,
the blue curve corresponds to the effect of the objective lens and the red filter shows the effect of the objective lens and the CRA.

As explained, it is important that the NIR blocking filter has a good rejection of light at the wavelength of the VCSEL
module (808 nm). The Optical Density (OD) at 808 nm of the NIR rejection filter, is shown in
Table 3 for the different illumination angularities. The average OD does not change significantly when changing the
angle of incidence. When considering the objective lens, the OD of the filter at 808 nm is equal to 2.3, both at the center
and edge of the sensor. This value corresponds to a transmittance of 0.5%. Additionally,
Table 3 shows the variation of the cutoff wavelength and average transmittance in the passband of the filter. When
considering the objective lens, the cutoff wavelength of the filter is located at 694.5 nm and the average transmission
within the passband is 83.8 %. For every configuration the average transmission within the passband exceeds the set
target of 60%. Additionally, the edge wavelength is located within the range set by the specifications, 700 nm (± 3%).
Table 3: Optical density of the NIR blocking filter at 808 nm, for different illumination angularities.
Angularity
Ortho-collimated
F/#=1.2
F/#=1.2 & CRA = 12º

Optical Density
(808 nm)

Cutoff wavelength

2.2
2.3
2.3

703.4 nm
694.5 nm
691.8 nm

Average
Transmittance
(Passband)
84.3 %
83.8 %
83.2 %

Average Optical Density
(700-1000 nm)
1.9
1.9
1.9

4. IMAGE PROCESSING FLOW
As with every common color camera, we need to design an algorithm that will take the 2D Color Filter Array (CFA)
image and transform it to a 3D image in the RGB color space (this process is known as demosaicing) [14]-[18].
However, in our case, we have a fourth channel in the CFA which can be very different from the other three channels,
though it is mostly correlated with them. As the spatial resolution of the NIR channel sampling is much higher than that
of the other three channels, most of the details in the image will come from the NIR pixels, whereas the RGB pixels can
add to these details (especially in daytime) but will mainly add color to the image. To generate the full resolution 3D
RGB image we first interpolate the NIR image, and then use it in the RGB interpolation process. After this interpolation,
an additional image fusion step is performed in the HSI color space, between the NIR image and the intensity image
produced by the transformation of the RGB image to HSI space.
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The general image processing algorithm flow is:
• FPN correction & linearization: these are common processes that are performed in every image sensor. Their
goal is to correct the sensor’s Fixed Pattern Noise (FPN) and to improve uniformity throughout the full image
dynamic range.
•

White Balance: the purpose of this block is to remove the effect of the illuminant of the scene, which can cause
the colors in the image to deviate, according to their temperature. In general, we wish to make grey objects
appear grey in the image, after this step.

•

NIR image interpolation: in this block we perform interpolation in order to retrieve the missing NIR pixels,
using the existing NIR pixels. We use gradients to determine the interpolation direction. Some additional
processing of the image is performed at nighttime, to add information from a low-exposure image to saturated
regions.

•

RGB image interpolation: the purpose of this block is to estimate the values of the missing R, G and B pixels
and produce a full 3D RGB image. As the sampling of R, G and B planes is very sparse (mainly of R & B), we
use the interpolated NIR image as well as the NIR interpolation direction map in the RGB interpolation process.

•

NIR-RGB image fusion: In this block we produce a single 3D RGB image out of the NIR and RGB
interpolated images, where the color of the scene is taken from the RGB image and the details from the NIR and
RGB images are combined. Before the fusion we transform the RGB image into the HSI color space, and the
fusion itself is done between the Intensity image and the NIR image, while the Hue and Saturation layers
remain untouched in this process.

•

Color-artifacts reduction: during the RGB interpolation process, many color artifacts are created, mainly
surrounding edges. These kind of artifacts are very common in all RGB demosaicing algorithms, and in our
case they are even more severe. The reason for this is the very low sampling rate of the color components,
which leads to wrong estimations of the color, near its edges. The purpose of this block is to reduce these
artifacts by filtering the difference between the color planes ((R-G) and (B-G)).

•

White Balance (WB) Gains Calculation: In this block we calculate the white balance gains that will be
applied to the next image in the white balance step. We search for white pixels in the image, based on the
assumption that the white pixels are pixels with high values in all three colors (also called prefect reflector
method). After finding the white pixels, we calculate their mean value in each color, and use the ratio between
these means to calculate the required gains.

•

Color Correction Matrix (CCM) and Brightness adjustment: the purpose of these two blocks is to make the
final image more suitable for display purposes.

5. RESULTS
In the first phase of the development process both the NIR blocking filter and the NIR bandpass filter were deposited on
top of blank Si wafers. This enables us to fine-tune the deposition process, based on the analyses of the spectral response,
before integrating the sensors on imager wafers. This section presents the results of the reflectance measurements on
blank wafers for both the NIR bandpass and the NIR blocking filter.
5.1 NIR BPF
The NIR bandpass filter was deposited on top of a blank Si wafer to enable the analyses of its FWHM and central
wavelength. The reflectance of the filter was measured at the center and the edge of the wafer using collimated light.
Therefore, the results are compared to the simulated reflectance of the nominal design for collimated light. The measured
response of the filter shows a good fit both in terms of FWHM and central wavelength.
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Figure 6: Reflectance as a function of wavelength for the NIR filter deposited on top of a blank wafer. The blue curve depicts the
spectral response of the nominal design. The red and black curves correspond to measurements performed respectively on the edge
and center of the wafer.

Table 4 gives an overview of the FWHM and central wavelength of the NIR bandpass filter for the different
measurements. Note that the filters are not centered around 808 nm which is the central wavelength of the VCSEL
module. This is due to the use of collimated light to measure the reflectance of the filter. This shift of the central
wavelength counteracts the effect of the objective lens when the filters are implemented into the full system. From Table
4 one can see that the FWHM deviation is only 1.7 nm and 4.7 nm for respectively the measurement at the center and
edge of the wafer. The shift on the central wavelength is 7.4 nm and 3.9 nm for respectively the measurement at the
center and edge of the wafer. These shifts are well within 1 % of the targeted central wavelength.
Table 4: Comparing the NIR filter spectral performance of the nominal design with the measurement results at the center
and edge of the wafer.

Nominal design
Measurement center
Measurement edge

FWHM

Central
Wavelength

60.3 nm

820.4 nm

62 nm
65 nm

813 nm
816.5 nm

5.2 NIR Blocking Filter
Figure 7 shows the reflectance as a function of wavelength for the measurements and the simulation of the nominal
design of the NIR Blocking Filter. Again, the measurements were performed on the filter deposited on top of a blank Si
wafer using an ellipsometer. This tool uses a normally incident collimated light bundle to measure the reflectance of the
cutoff filter. The spectral range of this tool is limited to approx. 800 nm. The reflectance in the stopband and passband of
the NIR blocking filter is in good agreement with the simulation of the nominal design on top of a Si blank wafer (black
solid line). The spectral shift of the cutoff filter is approx. 7 nm which is within the specification of ±3 % of the edge
wavelength.
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Figure 7: Reflectance as a function of wavelength for the nominal design (black) and the reflectance measurement for the
compensated NIR blocking filter (blue dotted line).

6. CONCLUSION
We presented a RGB-NIR multi-spectral active gated imaging system addressing an integrated and cost-effective
approach for low-light level and adverse weather conditions. We demonstrated the design and characterization of two
novel custom spectral filters, which enable the parallel acquisition of standard RGB channels and an additional NIR
channel, implemented on the GCMOS. These filters will be combined with standard absorption based RGB filters at a
later stage of the project. When one wants to capture a wide field of view with a low f-number the designed NIR BPF
should be robust towards variations on the angle of incidence of the light. The spectral performance of the designed filter
was simulated and analysed when taking into account the system level aspects of the sensor. Afterwards the design and
spectral response of the NIR blocking filters for the RGB pixels was demonstrated. The designed NIR blocking filter
showed an OD of 2.3 at the central wavelength of the VCSEL module and an average transmission of 83.8 % when
taking into account the objective lens. Afterwards the filters were characterized by measuring the reflectance of the
filters deposited on top of blank Si wafers. The results show a good agreement both in terms of spectral position and
absolute reflectance values between the simulated spectral responses and the experimentally observed responses. We
also presented a novel approach for image reconstruction based on the NIR and visible signals. In summary, this paper
has introduced the system level description, design and characterization results of key components for a novel RGB-NIR
time gated CMOS imaging system. The system presents an integrated cost effective solution for all weather active gated
imaging in the transportation, security and commercial sectors.
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